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GAMES

Magic Puzzle Board

3

NEW!

Clown Magic Puzzle Board. This fun folding puzzle
is a real brain teaser!
Fold the puzzle in such a way, that the rectangles
of the print are all mixed up. Now the challenge is
to puzzle it back into the original pattern as quickly
as possible! You can also create a new pattern, in
which the 3 rectangles fit into each other. Can you
achieve this?
Item number 2009272
Packaging 12
EAN 8712051107462

AGE

5+

Magic Puzzle Display
A beautiful full-color display for the Magic Puzzle range, which is very
easy to set up. Can be filled with 66 magic puzzles.
Tier 1 24 x 0896142 Clown Puzzle Rainbow ball
Tier 2 12 x 2000045 Clown Magic Cube 2-in-1
Tier 3 12 x 2005979 Clown Magic Puzzle Multi color 24 pieces
Tier 4 12 x 0896037 Clown Magic Puzzle 24 pieces
Tier 5 6 x 2005982 Clown Magic Puzzle 48 pieces
Dimensions of the display: 45 x 31 x 210 cm.
Item number 2003456
Packaging 1
EAN 8712051061894

PLAYERS

1

>
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GAMES

Magic Cube 2-in-1
Clown Games Amazing Magic Cube 2 in 1: a
transforming geomatric puzzle!
It includes two cubes: a 6 colour-cube and a 12
colour-cube. Each cube transforms into a star.
You can make all kinds of interesting shapes!

Item number 2000045
Packaging 12
EAN 8712051025476

AGE

8+

PLAYERS

1

Magic Rainbow Ball
Think logically and puzzle all coloured balls to the ring in the correct
color as quickly as possible.
First, you have to make sure that all colours of the Magic
Rainbow Ball are shuffled. The colour of the ball cannot
be the same as the color of the ring. To move a ball, you
have to look for the the opening (the hole where there
isn’t a ball). You can move the balls that adjoin this
opening by pressing them lightly in the direction you
want to move them.

Item number 0896142
Packaging 12
EAN 8712051219783

AGE

5+

PLAYERS

1

GAMES

>
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Magic Twist and Turn
The Twist and Turn puzzle is a round sliding puzzle,
where you can turn every row as well. This means that
you can slide the surfaces both horizontally and vertically.
You start with the open spot, and let the challenge begin!
In this book you can find several patterns you can make.
Use your creativity and come up with the best surface
division yourself! This article stimulates concentration,
mathematical thinking en drives creativity.

Item number 2002845
Packaging 12
EAN 8712051051857

AGE

8+

PLAYERS

1

Magic Wheelz
The Clown Magic Wheelz challenges you to use your brain,
be creative, think logically and it stimulates eye-hand
coordination.
Spin the elements of the Magic Wheelz and try to recreate
the shape given as an example in the instruction booklet.
Challenge yourself and try to make them all (there are 30
different variations)! Of course you can also use your own
creativity to come up with fun new shapes with this fidget!
The Magic Wheelz is double sided: one side has colored
elements and the other side is in black and white.

Item number 2006544
Packaging 12
EAN 8712051088426

AGE

5+

PLAYERS

1

>
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GAMES

Magic Blocks
Clown Magic Blocks. Make the cutest figures with
this fidget toy!
The 27 elements are connected to each other by an
elastic band. That gives you the freedom to make all
kinds of cool shapes with it! Available in black, pink,
yellow, green and blue.

Item number 2007613
Packaging 12
EAN 8712051096292

AGE

5+

PLAYERS

1

Magic Puzzle
gold &
silver

24 pieces

limited edition!
Available for a limited time: the 24-piece
Magic Puzzle in silver and gold!
Item number 0896025
(GOLD)
Packaging 12
EAN 8712051202365

Item number 0896036
(SILVER)
Packaging 12
EAN 8712051202372

AGE

5+

PLAYERS

1

GAMES

>
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Magic Puzzle
24 pieces
Magic Puzzle challenges your intelligence and enlightens
your hand-control ability.
Casually twist the direction of each triangle, it can be changed into all kinds of different objects. This Magic Puzzle
comes in four different colours: blue, yellow, pink and green
and consists of 24 compartments.
Item number 0896037
Packaging 12
EAN 8712051216737

AGE

5+

PLAYERS

1

Magic Puzzle
The Magic Puzzle is also available
with 48 pieces!
Item number 2005982
Packaging 6
EAN 8712051085876

AGE

5+

PLAYERS

1

48 pieces

>
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GAMES

Magic Puzzle
multi
color

24 pieces
Magic Puzzle in multi-colour!
With this cool puzzle you can make anything! An
ostrich, a key or a ball ... use your imagination!
The Clown Magic Puzzle consists of 24 rotating
elements.

Item number 2005979
Packaging 12
EAN 8712051085784

AGE

5+

PLAYERS

1

Magic Puzzle
The Magic Puzzle multicolor is also
available with 48 pieces!

Item number 2005983
Packaging 6
EAN 8712051085906

AGE

5+

PLAYERS

1

48 pieces

multi
color

SOLO KIDS GAMES

>
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PenguinBalance
Clown Solo Games Penguin Balance. By thinking logically,
try to balance the board as fast as possible! You do this by
strategically placing penguin pawns.
Contents: balance board with base, playing pieces with 1, 2
or 3 penguins (each type 3 pieces) and instruction booklet.
Item number 2006614
Packaging 6
EAN 8712051089171

AGE

6+

PLAYERS

1

Tangram
Clown Solo Games Tangram.By thinking logically, try to
assemble the picture from the task as quickly as
possible with the 14 geometric shapes.
Contents: plastic storage case, 14 Tangram pieces and
instruction booklet.
Item number 2006615
Packaging 6
EAN 8712051089201

AGE

6+

PLAYERS

1

MonkeyBalance
Clown Solo Games Monkey Balance. Make the most
beautiful and highest structures with these funny monkeys! There are 8 different types, and you get to choose
which variant you pick.
Contents: 16 monkeys.
Item number 2007770
Packaging 6
EAN 8712051096797

AGE

5+

PLAYERS

1-2

>
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GAMES

15 GO!
Lose all your cards as quickly as possible by
placing the numbers in the right order. You
make rows on the table, but you can also put
the cards on the pile of your fellow player!
A tactical game where you have to act and
count quickly. With two playing options: the
basic game and an advanced version. Who is
the first to lose his cards and wins the game?
Contents: 120 cards and game rules.
Item number 2000047
Packaging 12
EAN 8712051025513
AGE

7+

Bingo
Bingo game. Complete set: 90 numbered balls, 10 bingo-cards and
120 chips. Divide the plastic chips evenly between the players. Decide which player will be the caller, all players will have their turn.
The caller puts all numbered balls into the Bingo spinner and gives
1 bingo card to each player. All participants should decide when
there is a BINGO: do you play for the top line, middle line, bottom
line or for all numbers on the entire bingo card?
Contents: 1 x Bingo Spinner, 1 x Ball Tray, 90 x Numbered Balls,
10 x Bingo Cards and 120 x Plastic Chips.
Item number 2007617
Packaging 6
EAN 8712051096407

AGE

5+

PLAYERS

2 - 10

PLAYERS

2-8

DICE GAMES

>

The best dice games!

Scoreblock 50 Pages
Item number 0647003
Packaging 12
EAN 8712051583389

Dice Game Set
Item number 0601018
Packaging 12
EAN 8712051213231

NEW!

6 Dice on a card
Item number 0608003
Packaging 12
EAN 8712051577883

Dice Tray
Item number 2007611
Packaging 12
EAN 8712051096247

11

>
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CARD GAMES

The best card games!

Playingcards set of 2
Item number 2001712
Packaging 6
EAN 8712051043678

100% plastic playingcards set of 2
Item number 2001714
Packaging 12
EAN 8712051043746

Mini playingcards set of 2
Item number 2001713
Packaging 24
EAN 8712051043715

NEW!
Cardholder
Item number 2007609
Packaging 10
EAN 8712051096216

Card shuffler
Item number 2004140
Packaging 4
EAN 8712051066462

CHESS & CHECKERS > 13

Chess & checkers
Chess Pieces Wood
Item number 2007606
Packaging 24
EAN 8712051096155

Checkers Pieces Wood
Item number 2007608
Packaging 24
EAN 8712051096193

Chess and Checkers board
Item number 2007607
Packaging 6
EAN 8712051096179

14

>
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Beerpong

bestseller!

Beer Pong! The hugely popular game, where you try
to throw a ball into your opponent’s cups. Hit? Then
the opponent must empty this cup.
Contents: 20 cups, 6 balls and a comprehensive
manual with the complete rules of the game.
Item number 0607063
Packaging 12
EAN 8712051213903

TableTop

Bowling

AGE

18+

PLAYERS

2-4

With this tabletop bowling game you can just
play a game of bowling at home! Roll out the
play mat on a table, place the magnetic strips
and you can start!
Contents: 6 skittles, 1 yellow bowling stone, 1
blue bowling stone, 1 roll-up plastic mat with
a playing field (120 x 28 cm), 2 magnetic strips
and a storage bag.
Item number 2004129
Packaging 8
EAN 8712051066288

TableTop

Curling

AGE

6+

PLAYERS

2-8

With this tabletop curling game you can just
play curling at home! Roll out the play mat on
a table, place the magnetic strips and you can
start!
Contents: 8 stones, 1 roll-up plastic mat with
playing field (120 x 28 cm), 2 magnetic strips
and a storage bag.
Item number 2004035
Packaging 8
EAN 8712051064826

AGE

6+

PLAYERS

2-8

GAMES

>
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Rainbow Ball Game

NEW!

In this fun game you place balls on a board. The balls
have all the colours of the rainbow. The aim of the
game is to strategically move a row of balls so that
as many balls of the same colour as possible are connected to each other.
All adjacent balls may be collected: whoever collects
the most, wins! The board has storage compartments
in 4 colours, so you can clean up all the balls after
playing.
Contents: game board, 48 rainbow balls.
Item number 2009092
Packaging 12
EAN 8712051105956

AGE

6+

Double Spot Game
In this game, both players are given the same assignment
card, patterned in different colours. Players may take turns
dropping a disc into the game board. Find the pattern in any
direction to make a match and claim the assignment card.
The first player, who has collected 5 cards, wins the game!
Contents: game board, 40 double-sided discs,
40 double-sided assignment cards, 2 card
holders and a colour dice.
Item number 2009094
Packaging 12
EAN 8712051106021

AGE

6+

PLAYERS

2

NEW!

PLAYERS

2- 4

16

>

POKER

Poker set 200 pieces
Luxury lockable aluminium poker case.
Contents: 200 fiches of a professional quality,
2 packs of playing cards, 5 dice and a dealer
button.

An extensive manual can be found
on our website: clowngames.nl

Item number 0603014
Packaging 4
EAN 8712051577913
AGE

12+

PLAYERS

2+

Poker set 300 pieces
Luxury lockable aluminium poker case.
Contents: 300 fiches of a professional quality,
2 packs of playing cards, 5 dice and a dealer
button.
An extensive manual can be found
on our website: clowngames.nl

Item number 0603023
Packaging 2
EAN 8712051034768

AGE

12+

PLAYERS

2+

WOODEN GAMES

>
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Shut the Box
Clown Games Shut the Box game made of wood.
The object of this game is to fold all the pieces of
wood as quickly as possible: that’s literally Shut
the Box!
Contents: wooden game box covered with green
felt (29 x 29 cm) and 2 dice.

Item number 2007615
Packaging 6
EAN 8712051096353

AGE

6+

PLAYERS

4

Solitaire
Clown Games Solitaire board game made of wood.
By hitting a marble each time, you must try to have
only one marble left in the middle at the end. Will
you be able to solve the puzzle?
Contents: wooden Solitair game board with a
diameter of 22 cm, 33 marbles.
Item number 2008102
Packaging 12
EAN 8712051098340

AGE

6+

PLAYERS

1

>

18

WOODEN GAMES

Tyrolean Roulette
You play this game on a wooden game board, which
has several cutouts, plus 4 corner holes. With the
spinning top, you try to move the balls to the spots
that give you the most points. Whoever reaches the
agreed number of points first, has won!
Contents: game board, 12 colored balls and a top.
Dimensions of the game board: 21 x 21 cm.
Item number 2007610
Packaging 12
EAN 8712051096230

AGE

5+

Wobbling Wall
Clown Games Wobbling Wall game made of
wood. This fun game is all about a steady hand!
You build the wall with the wooden stones
and you put the red wooden playing piece in
the shape of a horse on top. Now you can take
turns removing a stone. Whoever drops the wall
is out.
Contents: 1 horse figure, red wooden frame of
20 x 20 cm and 44 blank wooden stones.
Item number 2007612
Packaging 12
EAN 8712051096278

AGE

5+

PLAYERS

2

PLAYERS

2-6

GAME BOXES

>
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3-in-1 Game box
Clown Games 3-in-1 game box made of wood.
This set contains 3 games: chess, checkers and
backgammon. You can take this wooden board
game set anywhere, thanks to the convenient
storage box.
Contents: 32 chess pieces, 30 checkers pieces
and 5 backgammon dice. Size of the playing
field: 29 x 29 cm.
Item number 2008101
Packaging 12
EAN 8712051098326

AGE

6+

PLAYERS

2

9-in-1 Game box
Clown Games 9-in-1 game box made of wood.
This set contains 9 games: chess, checkers,
backgammon, dominoes, ludo, dice, Cribbage,
Morris and playing cards. This is truly a supercomplete set!
Contents: 32 chess pieces, 30 checkers pieces,
2 x double-sided printed board, 6 backgammon
dice, 28 domino tiles, 16 ludo pawns, Cribbage
board with 4 pins, 54 playing cards and 2 dice
cups. You can store all game components in
a convenient storage box with compartments,
equipped with a felt bottom. Dimensions of this
storage box: 35 x 35 x 6 cm.
Item number 2008103
Packaging 6
EAN 8712051098364

AGE

6+

PLAYERS

2-4

20

>

GAME BOXES

Games Compendium
Never be bored with all these classic games in one box:
Ludo, Backgammon, Draughts, Totopoly and many other
board, dice and card games. You are sure to find a game
that everyone knows and loves in this handy set.
Contents: 6 Playing Boards, 16 Counters, 5 Dice, 30
Draughts Pieces, 32 Playing cards, 2 Game rules booklets

Item number 0602012
Packaging 5
EAN 8712051202969

AGE

6+

PLAYERS

1-6
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